A series of Co-Bi thin films with Co concentrations c=0, 0.05, 0.2, 0.26, 0.3, 0.333, 0.375, 0.545, were grown by magnetron sputtering on Si(100)/SiN X substrates. Resistivity measurements at zero field (! xx ) as a function of temperature-T exhibit an exponential variation with T in the region of 240K<T<300K. The Hall coefficient as a function of Co concentration diverges as log|c-0.3| 0.3 for c<0.333, indicating a scaling of R H nearby a percolation threshold p c =0.3. Only after proper scaling of the anomalous Hall coefficient R S the conventional R S !(! xx ) n dependence can be satisfied.
Introduction
In magnetic films the Hall resistivity ! " is defined by the phenomenological equation:
where B is the magnetic induction perpendicular to film surface, R 0 is the ordinary Hall (OH) coefficient, M is the magnetization, and R S is the anomalous Hall (AH) coefficient. Usually, in ferromagnetic metals (FM), R S satisfies a scaling law [1] with the longitudinal film resistivity ! xx measured at zero applied magnetic field:
where the first term is assigned to skew scattering and the second term to side jump mechanism [1] . Generally, three regimes were observed [1] with respect to the dependence of anomalous Hall conductivity (AHC) on the conductivity # xx . Equation-2 is valid within the metallic regime [1] whereas in the insulating regime other scaling exponents were observed [2] . Bismuth films may exhibit p-type or n-type conduction properties, depending on film texture [3] and the participation of surface states on the different crystallographic faces [4] . In our study Cobalt (FM) and semimetal Bismuth layered thin film structures are used to investigate the effect of FM/semimetal junctions in Hall resistivity measurements. Resistivity and magneto-transport measurements were performed on the as-made films with a PPMS, using the Van der Pauw method in magnetic fields up to B=9T perpendicular to film-plane. All raw data collected from Hall resistance measurements were corrected according to Ref. [5] to obtain the final loops of ! " vs B and Hall coefficient R H vs B shown in Figs.1, 2. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements reveal that all films are polycrystalline. Specifically, the predominant Braggpeaks with (00l) indices (l=3, 6), observed in pure Bi films, decrease towards to zero intensity as c increases, indicating a progressive change in texture of Bi layers with c-Co. whereas the saturation field B S (and thus magnetic anisotropy) are not influenced by c-Co at a fixed temperature. Thus, the non linear dependence of the Hall coefficient R H =! " /$ on B, observed in Fig.2 , cannot be attributed to magnetization effects above 2T. In addition, Fig.2a shows that pure Bi film exhibits non linear R H vs B curves above 2 Tesla for T%100K. As we show in a forthcoming publication, these results cannot be fitted with equations used in the two-band model. The observed R H vs B curves in Fig.2 can be explained by considering the galvanomagnetic properties of polycrystalline or inhomogeneous metals that depend strongly on the shape and the orientation of the crystallites relative to magnetic field direction [6] . The most important effect of crystalline shape and orientation in these films is the observed change of polarity in R H vs B loops, from positive to negative in Fig.2 , that does not depend on a systematic way from c-Co. As shown in Fig.3 , the sign of R H (8T), which is the value of R H at 8T in Fig.2 , and the sign of R S , both change from negative to positive as the percentage of preferable orientation of [00l]-directions in Bi layers change from perpendicular to parallel in film plane. Note that both, the R 0 =d! " /dH and the R H (8T) values have positive sign in pure Bi films (Fig.3a) , indicating that holes are the majority charge carriers [7] . In addition, Fig.3a reveals that R H (8T) becomes negative in between 0.2<c<0.375, indicating a transition from ptype (holes) to n-type (electrons) majority charge carriers in this region. This transition in R H (8T) values with c-Co is plotted together with R 0 vs c-Co in Fig.4 . [8] to AH effect (AHE), in addition to intrinsic SO coupling term that contributes to AHE with the scattering of itinerant carriers due either to phonons or to thermal spin disorder. Fig .5 shows the temperature dependence of ! xx observed in all films at zero applied field. Remarkably, all these films exhibit an exponential variation of ! xx (T) at 240K<T<300K whereas in some films (c=0.05, 0.2, 0.375) appears a ! xx 'T n behavior for T<240K. The exponential dependence in ! xx (T) curves arises from the dominant contribution of Bi layers to film resistivity, since the observed ( ) Bi xx T " curves of pure Bi films can be simulated with a single exponential function of T in the region of 5K%T%300K.
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